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About This Game

From the creators of The Deed, The Deed: Dynasty and the Space Pilgrim Saga comes a fantasy RPG/Management simulator
set in the ruthless world of gladiatorial combat.

In Crown Champion: Legends of the Arena you are not a hero, a noble ruler, or even a combatant. Instead, you are the new
owner of a team of fighting slaves, one of the many factions who compete for the adoration of the common people in the

ancient storied arenas of the Crownlands.

Your task will be to oversee the training of your fighters and build your estate into an effective school of combat, all while
trying to enhance your personal reputation and standing among the nobles of the realm. This is an expensive business, and the

king demands his taxes - so you must make sure to manage your treasury with care and attention.

Glory awaits those with a bold heart and a steadfast mind, as well as a place for their faction among the legends of the arena ...
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Features

Inherit a dilapidated estate and a couple of fledgling fighters, and then over time develop it into a prestigious academy
for your team of fighting slaves. Restore the ruined buildings and hire new staff to serve your every need, from doctors
and trainers to cooks and scribes.

Progress through twelve arenas and dozens of opponents to reach the royal arena in the city of Aldmoor, where your
slaves will fight for the glory of the king and queen.

Develop relationships with whichever fighters you choose to acquire from the slave ship, each of whom comes with a
unique personality and a fully fleshed-out backstory.

Train your fighters and purchase new and stronger equipment as your fortunes increase, progressing through shortswords
and basic leather coverings to halberds and full plate armour.

As your reputation grows you can also choose to become engaged with the turbulent politics of the realm, following a
series of 'choice and consequence' based storylines and meeting many important characters along the way.

And of course, you must have a life outside of the arena. Find a husband or wife to share in your glory. Build stables and
start keeping a team of racing horses to bring more money into your household. Forge a legacy to last the ages.
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Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie, RPG
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Publisher:
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Sorry i have a problem, when run the game i give a error with .mdmp . What i do?
. https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=555L_7Dj_Ho&t=361s. Really fun game. Could not find any online games but playing
against the bots was fun. The game is very interesting and is a good idea. Game randomly freezes sometimes and I have to
restart the game.. It's a Plants vs Zombies clone, let's get that out of the way. It's certainly not as good as PvZ but it's not terrible.
Gift it to your friends you don't like or play it yourself if you want more PvZ levels.. This game is worth the money you pay for
it. It is nice to pass the time, play with friends or do speedruns. This game is a solid meme\/10.. If you enjoy a game that is 2%
dialouge and story and 98% walking around and battling monstrs over and over and over again then look no further, for this is
your game.. So i bought this about 4 months ago... I see that somewhere an english version has surfaced as well as a demo for
said english version... so where is this version for steam? Was it not supposed to be released in 2017?. Its a fun game, but the
gun handling (at least on oculus) is the worst ive ever seen in a game. It makes pavlov look like H3. Cool 1998 classic, with
terrible voices in English version. I'm not English though, so I don't care about that.
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If you liked it on your mobile device, you'll like it on Steam !!. so many mindblown since beginning of the game
- play tutorial = mindblown
- follow the story = mindblown
- see the intro warning after playing = mindblown
so... how many you sacrifice programmer and artist to make this game ??. TL:DR; Good game, short and to the point.
Sometimes too easy but worth a buy, especially if found on sale.

Pros:
-Great Artstyle (If you like Papers, Please or Please Don't Touch Anything you will love this)
-Great Gameplay Ideas (would love to see other game with that Switching OS's idea)
-Later Half of the game does a good job of switching things up on you and making the situation feel a bit more personal
-The Mainline system did make me feel a bit badass at times (Possible a con for some, since the gameplay for it don't change at
all through out the game, i was ok with it)

Cons:
-Game is too linear, just when you think you can explore a bit just for fun. You find out the devs never programmed anything
that far. (Example: You might find a website or email address, and you want to look it up just for fun but the devs never made
anything for it. Would be nice to have more side stuff to hack into or mess around with.)
-Difficulty to some might be level of hand holding
-You personally never feel really attached to anything as a player and the character you play as (You don't really feel like you or
your character is a part of the world and everything going on in it, the later chapters start to sort of fix that but by the time you
feel something the game is over.)
-Like i said in the Pros list the Mainline System is the main gameplay aspect used in this game (To hack, check IP address,
download stuff, etc.) and it can get repetative since it does not change at all

 This was my first foray in the Hacker-esque type of games. I had my eye on Orwell, Uplink, Hacknet, etc. but Mainlining hit
the right spot with its artwork reminding me of Papers, Please (there might be people that hate that fact that so many games are
in a sense "copying" that style but to me i can get enough of it, if done right).

 Took me about 8 hours to beat but honestly i left the computer running during gameplay many times so i would say a leisure
run through this game for me was really about 6 hours. Once over the game definitely leaves you wanting more but the
aesthetics of the "papers' please" type of games always has that to it (Perfect example is the great game "Please Don't Touch
Anything").

 Difficulty was honestly easy, very easy, sometimes holding your hand easy...but for my first outing in this type of game it
showed me what was possible with it and left me wanting a game developer to take advantage of it, so to say in short i kinda
have a hunger for more games like this but I definitely need more challenge.

 Gameplay mechanics and story was very well done, for a kickstarted game. It seems like the devs had a plan they wanted to
execute, they just needed money and once they got the support they needed, they created it flawlessly. The only downside to that
is the game feels very linear (Meaning i wish there was even more stuff i could hack it to just for fun, other peoples emails,
websites, etc. there's to little in this playground of a gameworld once you really get into it.) but like i said its a kickstarter game
so i have forgiveness for it, if it was otherwise i would have to say i feel like the game devs didn't want to strive for more and
just wanted to create the bare minimum needed to call it a finished project.

All in all, good game, short and to the point. Worth a buy, especially if found on sale like i did.. Bought it to support the dev of a
great game. Also it's a cute nurse costume.

. Though fun, I have to say its not a really technical game. Its a lot of waiving around your weapons a lot and shooting as fast as
you can. Everything has a ton of hitpoints including yourself so it feels a bit slushy. Great graphics and ideas and weapons are
fun but the application of them all leaves a little to be desired. I bet the devs could tweak the game a bit and solve this problem..
Next up in the Sherlock Holmes series is the adventure against the notorious Aresene Lupin, a master thief from France. The
game is in the same levels as its predecesor (The Awakened) same gameplay, graphics and engine so no surprises there. One bug
prevents you from setting textures to high level but all the rest work OK.
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All in all the pros and cons:

PROS
+Good story/plot
+Good gameplay

CONS
-No option to invert mouse
-Doesn't save the graphics settings for Detail, Water reflection, Shadows and Water quality.

For these CONS alone I cannot recommend the game as it used to be operational before the steam. It's 2018 for ♥♥♥♥'s sake..
Great for novices!

Mulletman Multiplayer Update!:
Mulletman finally went native... and he returned to our world bearing knowledge of couch co-op!

New Features!
- Couch Co-Op
- Gamepad Support
- New Worlds
- New Levels
- New Traps
- CRT Effect. Big Update Coming Soon!:
* New Graphics
* Gamepad Support
* CRT Filter
* Smoother Performance
* Public Achievements
. Saint Hazel's Horsepital Terrible Beast from the East Mulletman and the Molemen Update!:
Reworked levels!
New Characters!
Performance improvements!. New Larger File Size:
Full recode with a lot of new and amazing content and features.
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